Introduction and Summary
By means of n = nx + 9 9 9 + n k completely independent observations xi, 1, I <~ n i, i ~< k taken of k variables xl ..... X_k with distribution functions Fi(x ) = F(x --Oi), i ~< k we want to test the hypothesis The class of tests considered are defined by means of a statistic of the structure
S (n, d (n), 3';_R) := i=~l d i (rt) l~=1 a n (-R-i,l' 3'), (1.1) in which Ri, l is the rank number of observationxi, l obtained by arranging all n observations according to increasing magnitude, d i (n) the weight of sample i, 3' a score function and a n (s, 3") , s <<, n the scores which are defined by 1) T.J. Terpstra, Department of Applied Mathematics, Twente University of Technology, Enschede, The Netherlands. a n (s, 7):=ET(__U(S)), s<.n, (1.2) _U (1),..., _U (n) being the order statistics of a random sample of size n from a uniform distribution on [0, 1 ] . We assume that 7 satisfies the condition 1 1 r: o; ~ (u) du = 0, 0 < So ~2 (u) a~ < ~.
( 1.3)
The score function ~F corresponding to the d.f. considered is given by [cf. H[l] ek/ ~id (tk, p. 19] 7 F (u) = --(F -1 (u)), 0 < u < 1, (1.4) in which f is the probability density function. If f is absolutely continuous and f' absolutely integrable then 7F satisfies the first condition in (1.3).
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If TErthenZa n (s, 7)=n f T(u)du=OandE(ff_
s 0
For convenience we introduce the following notation 1 02 (7) := f .y2 (u) du,
If we assume that .oh~ (d (n)) > 0 and 3' E F then we can consider instead of S__ the standardized variable S* := {var (ff-n I H~
Sn'
-n (1.7)
which has mean zero and variance one under Ho.
We now assume that following conditions are satisfied for n ~
the variable S* is asymptotically equal (with probability one) to the variable (_R_i,l, 3" ) . 
Ho.
From (1.12) the known property follows that for each ~ the asymptotic most powerful test against (F, 0) is obtained by taking 3" = 3'F and d = 0. This test is also a locally most powerful rank test [cf. Lehmann] .
Defining for given ~ the efficiency of a procedure (~, d, 3') with respect to an alternative (F, 0 ) as the fraction of the number of observations the asymptotic most powerful test (~, 0,3'F) needs to reach the same asymptotic power as the test considered, then it follows from (1.12) that
( 1.15) where and Eft(7 IF) := P2(7, 7 F) (1.16)
If we now take into consideration the possibility of designing the experiment in such a way as to increase the power it follows that for each (F, 0") the asymptotic most powerful test is obtained ff we take 3' =~F' 
Thus we can speak about the efficiency of the score function 7 with respect to F, the efficiency of the design ~ with respect to 0 and, given the design ~, the efficiency of the weight-vector d with respect to 0.
Further we have
As the efficiency of (~, d) with respect to 0 is invariant for a linear transformation of O we assume 0 E O, where
We remark that the optimal procedure (Go, do, 7F) only regards the samples taken of xl and X_k, thus the efficiencies of a procedure (~ d') for different vectors 0> E O are comparable.
In the sequel we shall consider optimality problems with respect to the "part"
--+--9-(~, d). For the "part" 7 analogous problems can be considered. We shall pay special attention to the choice of the weight-vector 0trot a given non-optimal design ~. If 0 is known then d will be taken equal to 0. But if 0 is not known then we must choose d in some optimal way and it may be expected that the optimal vector d will depend on ~.
-~ In the following section we derive for given ~, ~1 > 0, ~k_~> 0 the "minimax" R}h,l,i), l <. n i being the rank numbers of the observations xi, t, l <, n i if the two samples taken of'x h and x_ i are arranged according to increasing magnitude. For n -+ oo and under appropriate conditions the variable n-a/~ _it(n) is under Ho as well as under contiguity alternatives asymptotically equivalent with a statistic n-1/2S n of the structure (1.1) with a weight vector ~(w)(~-~ given by (3.17). From this equivalence we immediately obtain property (3.19) for the asymptotic efficiency of the , (n)) a given ~ against contiguity alternative 0. weight-functions {d h i for design a This efficiency will be investigated for some tests formerly introduced by the author [cf. Terpstra, 1952 Terpstra, , 1955 .
The Minimax and the Bayes Weight-Vector
We will prove the following Eff ((}, do (})) I 0 ) }x + }k this efficiency being equal to that of the corresponding procedure which is only based on the two samples taken ofxa and x__ k.
Remark: This theorem is in concordance with property (3.3) shown by Koziol/Reid [1977] from which it follows that under Ho as well as under any contiguity alternative -.).
T (~, do (}), 7; n n, R_ n) --(n }1 }k (}1 + }k) o2 (7))-1/2 w(n)~ P 0 (2.3) -1,k j ,
where _w~n,~ is defined by (1.24).
Proof: The latter part of the theorem immediately follows by remarking that
To prove the first part we remark that
We remark that (cf. (1.14) and (1.5c))
"~ 2 4-9.
covr Jo = or(do
From (2.6) and (2.8) it follows that do (}) is the minimax-weight-vector and that it is an equalizer vector. 
(2.20)
An Allied Class of Tests
We consider the class of tests which are based on a statistic _IV as defined by (1.23) and (1.24). We shall investigate the asymptotic properties of these tests under the condition that for n ~ k does not depend on n, ;.,,j, (n-3/2W (n) -3/2w(n) '~O,=/=(h, i,j, I) .
Further they proved that under the foregoing conditions var (n-3/2Wh(,n/)) ~ ~h ~i (~h -I-~i ) a 2 (T)
2) l=l we use the property shown by Koziol/Reid [ 1977] that under H0 and any contiguity alternative 0 7 L(u) =2u-1, 0~<u~<l, (3.6) property (3.3) has been independently obtained by the author. Then _Wh, i and ~i are equal to the variables n h n i _Uh, i :-----]~ l ~ l' sgn (-x-i,l' --X-h,l) h, i <<, k we have [cf. Terpstra, 1954] (3.8) Denoting the sample consisting of all observations not taken of X h and x i by (h,i), we have -U(h~ ,i = -Ui ---Uh,i" (3.12)
Using this property and applying (3.11) to the three samples h, i and (h, 0 we immediately obtain (3.3). From (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) it follows that under H0 and any contiguity alternative which is given by (3.17), (1.17) and (1.14).
Some special cases:
First we consider the statistic WI := E E _Uh, i , (3.20) 
h<i
where U_h, i is defined by (3.7).
The variable _I"91 is related to Kendall's rank correlation statistic S when ties of the sizes nl ..... n k are present in one ranking [cf. Terpstra, 1952] . For this statistic (3.25)
The test based on _1r is not admissible for each ~ as the necessary condition (3.22) does not hold for each ~.
